Abstract-The main purpose of this paper was to improve the analytic hierarchy process and increase its credibility. We combine the Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (FCE) with the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and use delphi method and triangular fuzzy numbers to establish the final fuzzy judgment matrix. Finally, we apply examples to illustrate that the improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process can not only accurately solve the required problems, but also greatly reduce the errors caused by subjective judgments of experts, and effectively improve the accuracy o f solution. However, the improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process of this paper is a bit cumbersome, and the simpler and more efficient method is worth our searching.
I.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a hierarchical weight decision analysis method developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the early 1970s. It decomposes the elements that are always related to the decision-making into objectives, criteria, programs, etc., and makes qualitative and quantitative analysis based on it. The main steps of the AHP can be summarized as the following five steps [1] :
 Establish a hierarchy model: The decision objectives, decision criteria, and decision objects should be divided into the highest, middle, and lowest levels according to their relationships, and a hierarchy diagram should be drawn.
 Constructing a judgment matrix: Analyze the relationships among various factors in the system, compare the importance of each element at the same level with a criterion in the previous level, and obtain a judgment matrix;  Determine the weights: Calculate the relative weights of the compared elements for the criterion from the judgment matrix  Consistency test:
 Hierarchical total ranking: The process of determining the weighting of all factors of a certain level for the relative importance of the total goal is called the total ranking of levels. This process is carried out in order from the highest level to the lowest level. For the highest level, the result of the hierarchical sorting is the result of the total sorting.
AHP is a classical multi-attribute decision-making method and has been applied in many fields [2] [3] . However, AHP still has some shortcomings:
First, it is easy to be influenced by subjective factors of experts when establishing the judgment matrix, especially when there are many factors, the workload of the scale is too large, which easily leads to the chaos of expert judgment.
Second, it is hard to calculate when the order of judgment matrix is large.
Third, there are many qualitative indicators, while the quantitative data is relatively small, which is unconvincing.
II. FUZZY ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS

A. Introduction of Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process
Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) method is an evaluation method that combines Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (FCE) with Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). It is a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis. The evaluation model is generally first to determine the set of factors using AHP, and then use the FCE to determine the effect of the judgment.
B. Establish a fuzzy judgment matrix
1) The introduction of triangular fuzzy number [4] [5] If the fuzzy number a can be determined by (l, m, u), 0≤l ≤m≤u≤1, and the membership function is:
then a is called a standard triangular fuzzy number, and marked by a = (l, m, u). when l = m = u, a is an exact number. l is the most conservative estimate, the lower bound of the triangular fuzzy number, m is the most probable estimate, and u is the most optimistic estimate, the upper bound of the triangular fuzzy number. We define the following operation rules:
Because the triangular fuzzy number includes not only the concept of the interval, but also the median value that shows the most likely relationship between the indicators. Its characteristics can better reflect the subjective evaluators' understanding of the important relationships among the indicators. Therefore, this paper chooses FAHP based on triangular fuzzy numbers [6] .
2) Establish the judgment matrix
Using the Delphi method [7] , several experts are invited to make comparisons of the importance of the same level with each other, and the triangular fuzzy numbers were used to construct triangular fuzzy number complementary judgment matrix. There are N evaluation indicators, the judgment matrix
What's more, the elements of the judgment matrix are given a specific value from 0 to 1 scale, and the average value of the judgment matrix of multiple experts is averaged to obtain the final fuzzy judgment matrix B as follows:
The former is extremely more important than the latter 0.8
The former is strongly more important than the latter 0.7
The former is obviously more important than the latter 0. 6 The former is slightly more important than the latter 0.5
The former is as important as the latter 0. 4 The latter is slightly more important than the former 0. 3 The latter is obviously more important than the former 0. 2 The latter is strongly more important than the former 0. 1 The latter is extremely more important than the former
C. Determine the weight
Calculate the sum of the rows of the triangular fuzzy complementary judgment matrix B and normalize it to get the weights [8] . 
. And then the average and standard deviation of the results returned to the experts, requiring experts to redefine the weight on the new basis. Repeat the above steps until the deviation of each index weight and its average value does not exceed the predetermined range, that is, the opinions of all experts basically converge. At this time, the average weight of each index is the final weight.
III. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
In the case of selecting materials for industrial design as an example, what kind of materials should be used to manufacture a cheap, sturdy chair? Then use the above method to select the best material.
A. Establish a hierarchy structure model
Now only consider three materials: plastic, wood and steel. Manufacturing a chair must take into account many aspects such as manufacturing costs, material properties, modeling and environmental costs. Therefore, the following hierarchical model can be established: 
B. Establish a judgment matrix
Four experts were invited to score the two factors according to the above hierarchy model, as shown in Table Ⅱ . Then find the average value and get the matrix as shown in Table Ⅲ . Similarly, the judgment matrix of B-C can be obtained as shown in Table Ⅳ-Ⅷ. TABLE II. TRIANGULAR 
�
According to the weight value, it can be concluded that the best material for making the above-mentioned chair is wood.
IV. CONCLUSION
 The improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process introduces triangular fuzzy numbers, allowing experts to make estimates and trade-offs when making judgments. It can better reflect the experts' understanding of the interrelationship between indicators, reduce the errors brought about by subjective judgments of experts, and bring the role of experts to the extreme.
 In combination with the Delphi method, the investigation of experts' views on issues was repeated, inquired, summarized, and modified. Finally, they were summarized into a consensus among experts. This fully utilizes the experience and knowledge of experts and is more reliable. And the experts are more clearly when scoring, and will not cause confusion.
 The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the preferred method for selecting materials in industrial design. The article selects the best material for the chair and uses the improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to select the best material.
